Unique HOT Camp Showers & Cookers
These appliances are made for outdoor use and tested by SANS for accreditation by the liquid petroleum safety association of South Africa.

Complete appliances packaged in strong storage boxes – Only requiring gas and water.

Kariba Combo – Spinner EI 4.1L – Brushed Stainless Steel
PRODUCT DISCRIPTION
Kariba Combo Spinner EI 4.1L is a super unique, “all in one” ultra compact and light weight camping gas appliance. This small
model features a HOT Camp Shower which raises ambient water temperature by some 25 degrees centigrade. When turned over
180 degrees and with a few minor adjustments, it becomes a powerful cooker capable of boiling a liter of water in less than four
minutes for tea or coffee. This appliance incorporates an Italian “Piezo push button” flame ignition system and a German quality
12V DC 4.1L submersible pump kit that delivers a strong water flow which can be restricted when necessary. This model is
unique worldwide, popular with most campers and well appreciated by 4x4 off-road safari adventurers and expeditionary for its
compact size and performance features. Spinner EI is user friendly providing a hot camp shower featuring a reliable manual
on/off gas control flame height to adjust water temperature. A bonus feature is the powerful cooker which completes this
models applications. This is a super efficient appliance for families or small groups who have space and weight limitations in
their vehicle. The complete package is supplied to include a Kariba "Shower Time" branded German quality 12V DC submersible
pump kit that delivers 4.1 L (1 Gallon) p/minute. The pump kit includes a shower head, water flow restrictor, hoses and
connectors, and is the only submersible pump that fits into a 20 Liter (5 Gallon) water Jerry can. This appliance is built tough to
withstand the endurance demanded of off-road adventures, and is packaged in a strong 25 liter plastic Box for protection during
transport in rugged terrain. The Spinner EI works when you need it to, safe for use by adults in accordance with the instructions
supplied, and minors under adult supervision,. Although this model has limitations, it remains to be one of the most popular
Kariba appliances currently available.
The appliance is guaranteed for a period of six months against faulty workmanship or
defective parts, fair ware and tare excluded. The submersible pump is guaranteed for a period of 12 Months from date of
purchase, both of these guarantees are subject to the terms and condition as noted as noted in the Operating Manual and Quality
Assurance Certificate supplied with the appliance.
As this appliance is powered by gas, responsible operation is advised.

